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Clinical canine spinal cord injury provides an opportunity to examine

the issues in translating laboratory techniques into practical therapy
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Study design: Review.
Objectives: To highlight the value of investigating the effects of putative therapeutic
interventions in clinical spinal cord injury (SCI) in domestic dogs.
Setting: England, UK.
Methods: Many experimental interventions in laboratory rodents have been shown to
ameliorate the functional deficits caused by SCI; the challenge now is to determine whether
they can be translated into useful clinical techniques. Important differences between clinical
SCI in human patients and that in laboratory rodents are in the size of the spinal cord and
heterogeneity of injury severity. A further key issue is whether the statistical difference in
outcome in the laboratory will translate into a useful difference in clinical outcome. Here, we
stress the value of investigating the effects of putative therapies in clinical SCI in domestic dogs.
The causes of injury, ability to categorise the severity and methods available to measure
outcome are very similar between canine and human patients. Furthermore, postmortem
tissue more rapidly becomes available from dogs because of their short lifespan than from
human patients.
Results: The role that investigation of canine SCI might play is illustrated by our preliminary
trials on intraspinal transplantation of olfactory glial cells for severe SCI.
Conclusions: This canine translational model provides a means of ‘filtering’ putative
treatments before human application.
Sponsorship: Our work described here was supported by the International Spinal Research
Trust.
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Introduction

During the last two decades, a large number of
interventions have been successful in improving the
outcome after spinal cord injury (SCI) in experimental
rodents.1–5 These interventions can be subdivided into
those that exert effects through putative neuroprotec-
tive,6 regenerative7–9 or plasticity-inducing10,11 mechan-
isms, many of which have been substantiated through
further in vivo, or in vitro, experiments. However,
although an intervention might show great promise by
alleviating the effects of SCI in an experimental animal
model, there are many differences between experimental
SCI in rodent models and the clinical injuries that occur
in human patients. The difficulty in making the
transition between the lab and the clinic has also been
experienced in potential treatments for stroke and

traumatic brain injury,12,13 in which many interventions
found to be highly efficacious in rodent (or even
primate) models fail in clinical trials in human patients.

Although there is a common assumption that a
successful animal experiment presages successful clinical
trials, it is crucial that unsustainable optimism is not
widely disseminated since any therapeutic failures will
inevitably lead to disillusionment among patients, scien-
tists and the general public. The issue of pitfalls between
lab and clinic is now becoming more pressing since cell
transplant therapies for human SCI have now commenced
in China and elsewhere,14–16 and may soon commence in
many Western countries.17 The unhealthy cycle between
hyperbole and disillusionment must be avoided if the
public are to view scientists working in this field with
trust. How might this best be avoided? Here, we highlight
the case for using clinical SCI in dogs as an intermediate
between rodent experiments and human clinical trials.
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Steps in the transition from laboratory SCI models
to human treatment

Experimental models of SCI
Historically, the earliest attempts to model clinical SCI
relied on ‘weight drop’ impact to the spinal cord18 and
contusive injury models, through refinement, have
remained popular since then, relying on mechanisms
by which the exposed dorsal aspect of the spinal cord
is impacted by a force of defined magnitude.19–21 An
alternative method is the temporary application of
an aneurysm clip to the exposed spinal cord,22 which
although reliant on a compressive force, more closely
models a contusive injury as the compression is
only transient. This highly versatile model, in which
the degree of injury can be reproducibly controlled
by varying the duration of clip application,22 has
also been extensively exploited, including use in mice23

and in vitro.24

However, there are many other experimental models
of SCI and each has advantages and disadvantages
in investigating various aspects of lesion development,
recovery mechanisms and putative therapeutic interven-
tions. Thus, complete spinal cord transection often
provides the most unequivocal information regarding
axonal regeneration,25–27 and spinal hemisection, or
more localised sharp spinal injuries, provides invaluable
data regarding plastic mechanisms of recovery of
function.28,29 Similarly, attempts to understand the
cellular and molecular events that follow clinical SCI
are most reliant on contusion models (see above) that
mimic the events that occur commonly in human SCI.
Such models have allowed exploration of the underlying
biochemical and cellular events that give rise to tissue
destruction and have therefore suggested new targets for
therapeutic intervention.30–33 Modelling of contusion
has also proved useful because variations in the severity
of injury can be correlated with functional outcome,34

allowing deductions to be made regarding the tissue-
sparing efficacy of putative therapeutic interventions.

Differences between clinical and experimental injuries
Despite the substantial gains in knowledge resulting
from contusion models, there are many differences
between contusive injury models and clinical injuries.
First, most acute clinical spinal cord injuries consist of
a mixture of contusion and persistent compression,
because they result from sudden and persistent impinge-
ment of soft tissue (disc lesions) or bone (fractures
or luxations) on the spinal cord, whereas the majority
of experimental models are contusive only. A mixed
compressive–contusive lesion can be mimicked in the
laboratory, most conveniently by the use of inflatable
balloons,35–37 or transvertebral screws.38,39 However,
such models have rarely found long-term favour because
variability in histological and functional outcome
confounds the ability to detect the underlying cellular
and molecular chain of events developing tissue damage
or the effects of therapeutic agents.

Second, clinical injuries most frequently are caused by
structures located ventral to the cord – the intervertebral
disc or the vertebral bodies – whereas in experimental
contusion, the impacting force is applied dorsally,
meaning that the epicentre of the injury is located
differently within the transverse area of the spinal
cord (although, in severe injury this may not be a
problem in terms of modelling since the whole cord will
be damaged).

Lastly, there is the important issue of variability. In
experimental lesions, there is a deliberate attempt to
limit the variability in lesion severity and its precise
intracord location to facilitate dissection of the effects
of any intervention. Conversely, in clinical SCI, there is
much variability regarding severity, type and precise
location of the lesion. Clinical classification schemes (eg
ASIA or Frankel scales; or white matter versus grey
matter lesions) represent attempts to group together
patients who are known to have specific prognoses, but
will never reach the grouping accuracy that can be
achieved by reproducible laboratory techniques. This
inherent, and partially ‘unknowable’, variability is one
source of apparent conflict between data derived from
laboratory studies and those derived from translating
interventions into clinical cases.40 Thus, the demonstra-
tion of a statistical difference in outcome between
control rats and those treated with a putative thera-
peutic agent may not be reproduced in a relatively
heterogenous human patient population. There may
indeed be a beneficial effect, but its magnitude may be
sufficiently small to become lost in the statistical ‘noise’
of the inherent variability in the patient population –
and demonstrates the difference between statistical
significance and biological (or medical) relevance.
Investigating this difference is a key role for transla-
tional research.

Differences in size (the ‘scaling up’ question)
From the point of view of neuroprotective drug
interventions, the difference in size between a rodent
and a human spinal cord is not of great importance – it
is simply a matter of administering the correct dosage.
For cell transplantation therapies – which will soon be
trialled in human patients – the difference in size does
raise some practical questions. Experimental severe SCI
lesions in rats are spindle-shaped and B10 mm long
with a maximum diameter of B3 mm – therefore the
volume can be calculated crudely to be B35 mm3. In
contrast, human spinal cord injuries can be at least
25 mm long with a diameter of B14 mm, a calculated
volume of B2500 mm3 (approximately 75 times larger
than the rat lesion).

Although this difference could simply be viewed as
requiring a ‘dose’ correction for the larger volume of
lesion, there are more fundamental biological properties
that may be involved. For instance, the migratory and
proliferative capacity of the cells may be a limiting
factor to adequate distribution throughout the lesioned
tissue, as has been noted in studies on remyelination of
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large CNS lesions,41 whereas the relatively larger
distances of cells from viable blood supply may render
large portions of human SCI sites inhospitable to
transplanted cells. For instance, some workers have
shown considerable migration of transplanted (olfactory
ensheathing) cells within the injured spinal cord,42 but
this does not appear to occur universally,43,44 perhaps
reflecting the sensitivity of the transplanted cells to
subtle differences in lesion environment.

Similarly, certain interventions are associated with
axonal regeneration in the spinal cord, such as inhibi-
tion of NOGO receptor signalling,45–47 neurotrophin
administration,48,49 olfactory ensheathing cell (OEC)
transplantation,26,42 or combinations of cells and neuro-
trophins.50,51 Regeneration over a distance of several
millimetres in a rat may have a profound effect on
function, whereas in a human patient, such regeneration
may be insignificant (although this is highly dependent
on the precise region of the cord).

In conclusion therefore, although a starting point
would be to use a dose correction to determine the
number of cells required for transplant in a large-sized
cord, it cannot necessarily be assumed that this will be
correct, meaning that further trials in intermediate
models would be useful.

Incidence and aetiology of canine SCI

The precise incidence of canine SCI is uncertain because
not all cases of spinal injury will receive veterinary
attention and many affected cases will swiftly be
euthanised before referral to veterinary spinal specia-
lists. Nevertheless, SCI undoubtedly occurs commonly
in dogs, for two main reasons: first, they are frequently
the victims of road traffic accidents, owing to their lack
of road sense and poor owner management;52 second,
there is a high rate of disc degeneration (predominantly
in smaller, chondrodystrophic types of dog)53,54 that
can lead to acute nuclear extrusions associated with
a mixed contusive–compressive injury to the spinal cord
(see Figure 1a). Therefore, the mechanisms of injury in
clinical SCI in dogs are similar to those in human
patients: vertebral fracture–luxation (Figures 1b and c)
and disc extrusions – both of which produce the mixed
contusion-compression lesion to the ventral aspect
of the cord that is problematical to model in the
laboratory. Although both cervical and thoracolumbar
(TL) SCI can occur following both types of incident, TL
SCI is more common and provides a more convenient
population for modelling human SCI as care of affected
individuals is more straightforward.

The similarities between the type of cord injury
induced by acute disc extrusions in dogs and fracture–
luxations in human patients have long attracted
notice55–57 and clinical canine SCI has been investigated
for its potential as an intermediate model in several
previous studies.58 Notably, investigators at Purdue
University investigated the effects of 4-AP and electro-
magnetic stimulation on severely injured canine spinal
cord,59,60 paving the way for human clinical trials; the

recent publication of a study of the effects of intrave-
nous PEG has reiterated the value of canine SCI in
testing putative neuroprotective agents.61 In this review,
we have focused specifically on the use of clinical SCI in
dogs as a model in which to investigate the efficacy of

Figure 1 Mechanisms of injury to the canine spinal cord
resemble those occurring in human patients. (a) On this T1W
transverse MR scan, the nucleus of the intervertebral disc
(IVD) can be seen to have extruded dorsally (*), causing
compression of the spinal cord (arrowed). This process can
occur explosively, causing a mixed compressive/contusive
lesion. (b) A fractured portion of the atlas is impinging on
the spinal cord (CT scan). (c) Narrowed intervertebral disc
space and displaced vertebral canal associated with a fracture/
luxation between L2 and L3 vertebrae
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intraspinal cell transplantation, which has hitherto not
been explored.

Pathology
The gross and microscopic pathology of canine SCI
lesions has been studied for many years in veterinary
medicine55 and is similar to that reported in experi-
mental rodents and human patients. Thus, mild
contusive–compressive lesions are associated with focal
destruction of grey matter, whereas more severe lesions
can lead to almost total destruction of the entire
cross-section of the spinal cord. Many dogs that suffer
severe SCI are euthanised and immediate perfusion-
fixation is possible; the ready availability of such
tissue allows very detailed pathological analysis of
clinical SCI, which is rarely possible in human patients
(see Figure 2).

A particular benefit to examination of perfusion-fixed
canine tissue is the opportunity for ultrastructural
analysis of white matter damage after SCI, as the
incidence and significance of demyelination has long
been debated.62,63 In canine tissue, segmental demyeli-
nation following SCI appears to be relatively rare, and
likely is a transient event as it is unusual at late time
points (ie beyond three weeks after injury). This mirrors
the findings in the available human tissue, in which
substantial demyelination was only found in one of 22
examined cases.63 Similarly, Schwann cell invasion of
the damaged spinal cord is uncommon in canine tissue,
unless laceration of the meninges accompanies gross
tissue destruction – again a finding that parallels those
made in both rodent and human tissue.64

Although the observable cellular responses at the light
microscopic level have been well documented, the local
and systemic immune responses to SCI have been little
studied in canine patients, in contrast to the rapid
advances in this field made in rodent SCI.65 Therefore,
the extent to which changes in immune status following
canine SCI mimic those in rodents, or humans, is
unclear at this time.

Treatment and prognosis
The functional sequelae of – and therapeutic options for
– SCI in dogs are broadly similar to those in human
patients: a large proportion of cases will respond
adequately to conventional treatment by surgical
decompression or conservative therapy.66,67 Thus, it is
well recognised that there is substantial improvement in
clinical signs in many human patients that suffer
incomplete SCI,68–70 which can, indeed, complicate
analysis of clinical trials of novel therapeutic interven-
tions.71,72 However, in common with human SCI
patients, there is a subpopulation of affected dogs in
which recovery is incomplete or does not occur at all;
these affected dogs can be identified with reasonable
certainty at an early stage after injury because they lose
all sensory and motor function in the hindquarters and
pelvic limbs.73

Predicting outcome
Canine TL SCI patients with a good prognosis for
recovery retain sensation to the pelvic limbs and have
minimal regions of hyperintensity on T2W MRI scans.74

Conversely, the loss of pain sensation to the pelvic limbs
is always associated with a worse prognosis: in associa-
tion with fracture–luxations, it immediately indicates a
very poor, or hopeless, prognosis; after disc extrusion-
related cord contusion-compression lesions, it indicates
a poor to hopeless prognosis if still absent by B6 weeks
after the initiating incident.73 This is a patient popula-
tion analogous to the population of human patients for
which novel therapies would initially be targeted.

Monitoring outcome
Clinical scales of SCI injury severity have been
established and widely used in dogs;75 they are similar
to ASIA and Frankel scales used in human medicine,
allowing close analogies to be made in clinical outcome
scores between the species. In addition, normal values
for sensory and transcranial magnetic motor-evoked
potentials have been established in dogs,76–79 although
not in routine clinical use.

Domestic dogs are generally highly amenable to
training and functional testing and this feature permits
future subtle analysis of their recovery after SCI.
Although routine clinical assessment of canine SCI
relies on relatively broad categories of severity,75 it is
possible to apply similar scoring schemes in dogs as have
been applied to laboratory rodents.80 Many of the
functional tests available to define the outcome after
SCI in experimental animals have the potential to be
adapted for use in dogs,81 although more sophisticated
methods of analysis may also be required for future
comparisons of transplanted and nontransplanted
cases. Analysis of autonomic function after SCI in dogs
has been comparatively neglected, although the overall
control mechanisms for urinary continence are
very similar to those in humans,82 and mismatching of
bladder and urethral tone is a sufficiently well-recog-
nised consequence of canine TL SCI that dogs are used
for modelling continence disorders after SCI.83 Owing
to the similarities, urinary continence in particular is
amenable to analysis by methods in routine use in
human patients.84

Comparison with other intermediate models

The evident conclusion is that clinical SCI in dogs
provides a model that is comparable in terms of
mechanisms of injury, pathology, outcome, classifica-
tion and functional monitoring to human SCI. In
comparison with experimental injuries in rats, SCI in
dogs provide the added variability that will be encoun-
tered in human patients, but are amenable to sophisti-
cated postinterventional analysis. Compared to analysis
of trials in human patients, dogs have the advantage
that there is less of an ethical dilemma, as dogs do not
suffer the addition of psychological stress associated
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with failed interventions and the relatively short lifespan
means that histological analysis of outcome will be
available much more quickly.

As dogs are quadrupeds and have less motor dom-
inance by the pyramidal (corticospinal) tract, it might be
argued that they are not suited for modelling human SCI.
This is an aspect of human SCI for which it is it is difficult
to use dogs and so a strong case can be made for the use
of primates for this type of assessment. However, there is
evidence that injury to the CST affects fine control of gait
in other quadrupeds, including cats85 and mice;86 indeed,
the similarity in gait control mechanisms between

quadrupeds and humans has previously been noted.87

Furthermore, the corticospinal tract is not the only
pathway to be targeted for repair; for instance, incon-
tinence and sexual dysfunction result in considerable loss
of quality of life in human paraplegic patients.88,89 Such
arguments strongly promote the view that investigation
through several models provides complementary strands
of information: thus, dogs can provide the missing
variability associated with clinical SCI, whereas labora-
tory primates can be used to determine whether specific
interventions are able to preserve, or regenerate, the
corticospinal tract and its functions.

Figure 2 Perfusion-fixation permits high-quality pathological preparation in dogs that have sustained severe spinal cord injury.
In each, animal tissue was prepared by perfusion using 4% gluteraldehyde, followed by routine dehydration and resin embedding.
Tissue shown in (a–c) is taken from dogs that had lost all motor and sensory function to the pelvic limbs, that in (d) is taken from a
dog that remained nonambulatory after an acute compressive lesion. (a–c) Toluidine blue stained 1 mm sections; (d) electron
micrograph. Scale bar (a–d) 5 mm. (a) After 48 h, fracture/subluxation at L1/2: although many axons are of normal size and are
invested by normal appearing myelin sheaths, many others are grossly swollen (*). At this early stage, polymorphonuclear
leucocytes are visible within the perivascular space (arrowheads). (b) 48 h: in another field, there is severe white matter destruction
– the field is relatively acellular and contains few normal axons. There are many swollen axons (*) and widespread myelin ‘figures’,
where myelin sheaths have become unravelled (arrows). (c) At 17 days after subluxation at T13/L1: some disrupted myelin still
remains, much of it contained within macrophages (arrows) and there are many debris-filled macrophages in the perivascular space
(m). A large number of axons are demyelinated (d). (d) At 12 weeks after the onset of severe disc-related compression at L1/2:
many axons are remyelinated (r) at this chronic stage, although occasional demyelinated axons (d) are still apparent. The large
spaces between axons are filled by astrocytic processes containing numerous intermediate filaments (i). A normal appearing axon is
labelled (arrow) for comparison of myelin sheath thickness
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In view of its strong clinical relevance, an important
potential of canine SCI is to provide a screening test
through which putative therapies can be examined,
which may determine the need for further preclinical –
or human clinical trials. Thus, a technique that has
proved successful in rats may not work in clinical cases
in dogs, providing a strong argument for not progres-
sing to human trials. On the other hand, a successful
trial in dogs might suggest progress to primate or human
clinical trials should be accelerated, and in which
evidence of improved corticospinal tract function may
be examined in detail.

Practicalities of transition of OEC transplantation
therapies from laboratory to clinic

There are many practical issues to be addressed in
translating cell transplantation therapy from the lab to
the hospital, for instance there are questions regarding,
inter alia, the optimal source of cells, how to culture
them, how to place them in the lesion and how to
monitor outcome. The availability of a clinically affected
dog population allows these issues to be examined
systematically before human trials, and is especially
relevant because (a) the relatively large size of the spinal
cord permits trials of various alternative neurosurgical
techniques (particularly for transplantation) and, (b) the
issue of cell source must be confronted and solved. Here,
we describe the central practical issues in translation and
outline how this practical problem solving may have
relevance to human clinical trials.

Patient selection
The most obvious initial patients in which to trial a new
therapy for SCI are those judged to have no hope of
recovery by using conventional treatment. There are
advantages and disadvantages to this selection. Even
patients who have very severe SCI will still be able
to demonstrate allodynia, which is the most feared
complication of cellular transplantation into the spinal
cord.90 However, this group of patients is limited in its
ability to express other potential deleterious effects of
intraspinal transplantation, for instance on locomotion,
as their predicted recovery is so limited anyway.

Conversely, the initial choice of very severely affected
patients is likely to produce a parsimonious indication
of any benefit as they are inherently much less likely
to recover. Therefore, if initial studies demonstrate no
detrimental effects of the intervention, future investiga-
tions would be better focused on groups of patients
in which recovery of locomotion occurs in B50% of
individuals, since this would allow determination of
whether the intervention is capable of tipping the balance
towards functional success (or failure). Fortunately, there
is an easily identifiable group of such patients within the
population of spinal cord injured dogs; B50% of those
that suffer acute SCI as a result of extrusion of an
intervertebral disc and lose all motor and sensory function
to the pelvic limbs will recover the ability to walk.73,74,91

There will always be variability in the recovery rate
after clinical SCI, owing to variability in the nature of the
injury – even within defined severity groups – meaning
that power calculations are required to optimise the
experimental design. Depending on the study population,
widely varying numbers of dogs might be required.58

However, by using animals that have reached a plateau of
unacceptable recovery at 3 months (as defined above), a
10% difference in recovery between control and treated
animals could be detected with a power of 0.8 using as
few as 30 dogs per group.92 On assuming a spontaneous
50% recovery after loss of ‘deep pain perception’
following acute intervertebral disc extrusion, a 20%
difference in proportion of recovering animals could be
detected with a power of 0.8 with 60 dogs in each group.
Bearing in mind the high incidence of SCI in dogs, both
these group sizes can readily be attained.

Cell sources
Any potential cell transplantation therapy must address
the question of where to obtain the cells. An advantage
of nonautologous cells (allografting) is that there is
usually, and in the case of OEC, invariably, a plentiful
supply of tissue from which the cells can be derived. One
drawback is that there can be ethical issues regarding the
harvesting of appropriate tissue. In human patients,
harvesting foetal tissue is highly emotive and might well
prove an insuperable barrier to widespread adoption of
this type of cell transplantation therapy in the West. On
the other hand, harvesting cells from dead adult donors
may not present such a problem. A drawback to the use
of adult allograft cells is that they are likely to be
immunogenic and elicit a rejection response – not only
destroying the cells but also causing further tissue injury
– unless immunosuppressive drugs are also adminis-
tered. Such drugs are not without side effects93 and may
vary in their ability to prevent rejection in different
patient–transplant interactions, thereby introducing
another source of variability in the assessment of
outcome. Autologous sources are therefore preferable.

There are two main sources of autologous OEC: first,
the olfactory bulb (OB), which is commonly used for
obtaining cells from rodents26,42,94,95 and second, the
lamina propria of the olfactory mucosa.96,97 In dogs, the
OB is very prominent and easily accessed via a
craniotomy incision; furthermore, it has the advantage
of being sterile when obtained, whereas the olfactory
mucosa could conceivably contain pathogens detrimen-
tal to cell viability or host tissue survival, although
these potential difficulties can be overcome by stringent
pretransplantation laboratory tests.98 Like those of rat
and humans, canine OEC can be readily grown in vitro99

and sufficient numbers for transplantation (by extra-
polation from successful rodent experiments) can be
generated within 3 weeks in vitro culture time.100

Transplantation procedure
There are several possible methods of introducing cells
into the spinal cord. In rodent experiments, OEC
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suspended in transport medium have been injected into
the site of the lesion within the CNS,42 into the cut ends
of spinal cord,26 and, in chronic cord injury, small
fragments of olfactory mucosa have been implanted
directly into the injury site.96 In chronic SCI, there is a
glial scar, containing many well-defined molecular
constituents that may be detrimental to transplanted
cell migration and integration.101 Even so, OEC may
have advantages over other cell types in this regard by
being less responsive to inhibitory factors within the
scar; indeed, there is evidence that they are able to
beneficially modify its properties.96,102

As it has been suggested that support and direction of
axon regeneration are prominent mechanisms by which
transplanted OEC might ameliorate the functional loss
caused by SCI,103 the transplantation method must
ensure that they provide a bridge through the centre of
the lesion and integrate with normal cord tissue at each
end. This could be achieved by several means, two of
which have been used in recent preliminary clinical
trials: (i) multiple injections into the lesioned cord,
which was preferred for a study on human patients,98 or
(ii) using a myelotomy incision to divide the glial scar
before injecting cells into the central deficit and both
sides to infiltrate the whole region, which was used
in a trial in dogs.100 There are, at present, no data to
determine which of the possible techniques is preferable,
demonstrating the need for further laboratory animal
investigations and supporting the notion that a constant
dialogue between lab and clinic is essential for continued
progress.

Future applications of the canine SCI model

There is a constant stream of laboratory experiments
suggesting new options for future treatment of SCI and
these will each require evaluation for possible human
application. The establishment of the canine model as an
intermediate between rat and human interventions
would aid and speed this transition by allowing screen-
ing of such diverse therapeutic possibilities as stem
cell transplants,104 chondroitin ABC,105 rolipram106 or
combination therapy,9 and has recently shown its
potential in the successful canine clinical trial of
intravenous PEG.58
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